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Abstract— Wavelet-based encoding is now emerging as an ef-
ficient way to encode video for streaming over the Internet and
for wireless applications. Wavelet-based video coding has been
recently added to the JPEG-2000 video standards. As wavelet
encoded video emerges as the next generation video encoding
method, it is vital to compare the efficiency of wavelet encoded
video against the widely used DCT-based MPEG encoded video.
However, due to the lack of long wavelet encoded video streams,
most research has so far been based on short video traces. This
paper presents a comparison study on MPEG vs wavelet encoded
video traces for one hour movie excerpts with rate control. These
long video sequences allow for the evaluation of long range
dependency and self similarity of the generated video traffic,
which has not been studied before in the context of comparing
DCT and wavlet-based encoding. We focus on the elementary as
well as self-similar traffic characteristics of the encoded video. A
hump behavior for the variability of frame sizes is observed for
increasing video bit rates for both wavelet and MPEG encoded
video. In addition, the quality characteristics of the encoded video
is examined and related to the traffic. Our results indicate that the
wavelet encoded video results in higher video quality than MPEG
encoded video. For the frame size variability we find different
characteristics depending on the aggregation level for a given data
rate. The results also indicate that the variation of quality resulting
from the wavelet encoding is lower than for the MPEG encoded
video.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Video streaming over the Internet and for wireless applica-
tions is now exploding as the next great forefront of networking.
Different video compression techniques have been standardized
to compress the video data for more efficient transport over the
network. Recently, wavelet transform based image and video
coding techniques have emerged. The wavelet transform has
many advantages over the DCT transform. The most obvious of
them is the compact-support feature which makes it possible to
translate a time-domain function into a representation that is not
only localized in frequency, but in time as well. The net result
of this is that the wavelet transform can be conducted over the
entire image with reasonable computation and bit budgets. The
DCT based transform, on the other hand, requires to window
the source data typically into blocks of 8x8 pixels to meet
similar budgets. Thus, the obvious visual advantage is thatblock
artifacts common in DCT based transforms are eliminated in
the wavelet transform.

As wavelet encoded video emerges as the next generation
video encoding method, it is vital to compare the efficiency of

wavelet encoded video against the currently widely used DCT-
based MPEG encoded video. MPEG encoded video typically
exploits temporal redundancy by employing motion estimation
and compensation techniques across frames. Similar approaches
have been developed in the wavelet domain, but currently lack
standardization. This inter coding introduces dependencies of
subsequent frames, as well as buffer requirements and error-
spreading across multiple frames that reference a damaged
video frame. Intra coding, on the other hand, only codes
individual video frames without referencing other video frames.
Intra coding typically results in larger frame sizes than inter
coding, but size differences between frame types and frame
size variability are reduced.

With the increased utilization of wireless networks, low
complexity and high error robustness are desired features of
a video (de-)compression and transmission system [1]. By
employing only intra coding (and no inter coding), error prop-
agation and hardware complexity are minimized. An additional
application scenario for the streaming of intra coded video is
the streaming of encoded video for later transcoding. In order
to evaluate the impact of the different video encoding methods,
the traffic and quality characteristics for long video sequences
have to be evaluated. However, due to the lack of long wavelet
encoded video streams, most research has so far been based on
short video sequences for wavelet encoded video. Long video
sequences of actual movie content, on the other hand, have not
been studied to date. The traffic and quality characteristics of
long video sequences in general are different from short scene-
based sequences, as they represent the aggregation of different
scenes and movie content. Most importantly it is impossible to
study the effects of long range dependency and self similarity
of video traffic with short video traces. In this paper we present
a comparison study on DCT-based MPEG-4 vs. wavelet-based
MC-3DEZBC encoded video characteristics based on one hour
long video traces generated from two movies.

This paper is structured as follows. In the remainder of this
section, we introduce related work. In SectionII , we describe
the generation of the encoded video and video traces which
were used in the statistical analysis. In SectionIII we examine
the traffic characteristics for both encoders. In SectionIV, we
compare the quality statistics of the two encoding methods. We
conclude summarizing in SectionV.



A. Related Work

The wavelet transform has become popular in both, image
and video coding domains. Several video coders that utilize
the wavelet transform have been implemented and evaluated.
Furthermore the video coders have been extended to a 3-
D video codec, decomposing the frames spatially and the
sequence of frames temporally. Nandaet al. [2] have evaluated
the three short sequencesClair, Suzie,and Misam, and the
results show the compression ratio and the PSNR only for
the 15th frame of those three sequences. They compressed
the three sequences using inter frame encoding in the wavelet
domain. The motion vectors were coded using a zerotree, while
the wavelet coefficients were coded using Set Partitioning in
Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT). In [3] and [4],Mobile Calendar
and Flower Gardenhave been used to evaluate the codecs,
and the results only show the average PSNR for the entire
test sequence. It has been common in studies and evaluations
of wavelet transform codecs to only use short sequences to
test the codecs and evaluate the codec in terms of the video
quality, for example both [5] and [6] have usedAkiyo, Foreman,
Coastguard, News, andHall Monitor sequences; [7] usedMall
and MIT sequences (results show only up to 90 frames); [8]
used Clair, Foreman and Miss Americasequences; [9] used
Mobile Calendar, Table TennisandFlower Garden. In [5], the
authors compare the quality for DCT- and wavelet-based video
coding, but results are only provided for short sequences of 96
frames and for low target bit rates of 16 to 48kbps, while our
comparison examines a wide range of target bit rates for long
video traces. An image coding comparison of MPEG-4 and
JPEG2000 has been performed by Moccagattael at. [10] for
Face, Bike, and Naturaimages. The authors compare the PSNR
values of these images using the JPEGbaseline, JPEG2000, and
MPEG-4vtc. For an extensive study on wavelet encoded long
video sequences of one hour using the 3D-EZBC encoder, we
refer to [11]. Chaiet al. [12] have studied on the performance
of the MPEG-4 encoder using theForemantest sequence. In
their study the authors only analyze the frame size and PSNR
values for an exemplary 100 frames. A broad study on long
MPEG encoded video streams has been done by Reissleinet
al. [13], [14] where the video sequences studied consists of one
hour long movie excerpts.

II. SETUP AND TRACE GENERATION

In this section we give an overview of the evaluation setup
and the generation of the video traces. Compared to our
previous work, see, e.g., [15], we generate the source video
from a DVD source. DVDs contain MPEG-2 compressed video
streams, which may exhibit quality losses compared to the
original video as it was filmed. We reason, however, that the
typical quality of DVD video is superior to the grabbed VHS
raw video, as no problems such as frame drops, buffer over-
flows, or noise degrade the raw video data. In addition, we note
that the video on DVDs typically is in high resolution and has
to be down-sampled. This down-sampling reduces the possible
influence of visual impairments of the MPEG-2 encoded DVD
video. For the generation of the uncompressed video source, we

use the publicly availableffmpeg [16] program to generate
the uncompressed video with the NTSC frame rate of 30 frames
per second and in QCIF format (176x144 pixels) directly from
the DVD MPEG-2 video. For this study we used two movie
excerpts of 60 minutes (108,000 frame) length from the movies
The TerminatorandThe Lady and The Tramp.

We encoded the thus generated raw video with the mo-
tion compensated 3D embedded zerotree block coder (MC-
3DEZBC) [3]. For this study we use only the Intra frame
encoder/decoder capability of the codec. We truncated the
original wavelet encoded video stream at 10 different target
bit rates of 25, 75, 100, 300, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400 and
1600kbps. We refer to [11] for a more in-depth discussion on
the generation of the wavelet encoded video streams using the
MC-3DEZBC encoder. The MPEG encodings were conducted
with the MPEG-4 reference encoder [17]. For the MPEG
encodings, we use only intra coding with TM5 rate control [18]
to match the above target bit rates used for the wavelet encoding
for performance comparison. We note that the employed rate
control schemes are different for each coder, but are the defaults
for each encoding algorithm (i.e., wavelet or DCT). For each
video frame, we use the encoder output to generate the trace
file with the video frame size and quality.

III. V IDEO TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS

In this section, we compare the statistical video traffic char-
acteristics of the MC-3DEZBC wavelet encodings with those
from the MPEG-4 intra encodings, which we obtained from
the generated trace files. We focus in the presentation of our
results on the movieThe Terminator, as they are representative
for both evaluated movies.1

Let N denote the number of video frames in a given trace.
Let Xn, n = 0, . . . , N − 1, denote the frame size (number of
byte) of the encoded (compressed) video frame framen. The
mean frame sizēX of a given video trace is calculated as

X̄ =
1
N

N−1∑
n=0

Xn. (1)

With the maximum frame sizeXmax, defined asXmax =
max0≤n≤N−1 Xn, we determine the peak to mean ratio of
the frame sizes asP2MX = Xmax/X̄. Although the peak
to mean ratio is commonly used to evaluate the variability of
the encoded frame sizes, it is highly prone to outliers. For
the evaluation of long video sequences, it is therefore more
reasonable to evaluate the variability of the video frame sizes
in terms of the coefficient of variation (CoV). The CoV gives
the normalized averaged deviation of the individual frame sizes
from the mean frame size and is therefore widely employed in
performance evaluation [19], [20]. With the standard deviation
SX of the frame sizes defined as

SX =

√√√√ 1
N − 1

N−1∑
n=0

(Xn − X̄)2, (2)

1We refer tohttp://trace.eas.asu.edu for the trace files for both
movies.



the coefficient of variationCoVX of the frame sizes is calcu-
lated as

CoVX =
SX

X̄
. (3)

Table I gives the aforementioned basic statistics and the com-
pression ratio (i.e., amount of data for the uncompressed frame
size compared to the mean compressed frame size) forThe
Terminatorencodings with different target bit rates. We observe

TABLE I

OVERVIEW OF FRAME STATISTICS FORThe TerminatorENCODED WITH

WAVELET-BASED MC-3DEZBC AND DCT-BASED MPEG-4ENCODER.

Target Compress. Peak
Rate ratio Mean CoVX to Mean
[kbps] YUV:Enc X̄ [kbyte] SX/X̄ Xmax/X̄

Wavelet
25 367.696 0.103 0.198 2.979
75 121.979 0.312 0.322 3.911
100 91.421 0.416 0.334 3.826
300 30.434 1.249 0.340 4.173
600 15.212 2.499 0.321 3.336
800 11.408 3.332 0.307 3.096
1000 9.126 4.166 0.297 2.867
1200 7.605 4.999 0.284 2.766
1400 6.518 5.832 0.272 2.642
1600 5.704 6.665 0.259 2.435
MPEG-4
25 74.186 0.512 0.319 3.101
75 74.183 0.512 0.319 3.101
100 74.149 0.513 0.319 4.061
300 30.399 1.251 0.338 12.455
600 15.203 2.501 0.474 6.229
800 11.403 3.334 0.623 7.134
1000 8.257 4.604 0.884 5.300
1200 7.602 5.001 0.826 4.879
1400 6.516 5.834 0.763 4.182
1600 6.362 5.975 0.809 4.501

that the wavelet encoder achieves a better match of the lower
target bit rates than the MPEG encoder, which fails to match
the lower target bit rates. For target bit rates from 25kbps
to 100kbps the MPEG-4 encodings result in similar mean
frame sizes of approximately 0.5kbyte. The target bandwidth
of 100kbps is thus exceeded by approx. 26%. This behavior
is due to the maximum quantization scale of 31 available in
the reference encoder implementation. With this bound on the
quantization scale, the TM5 algorithm is unable match the
lower target bit rates. With data rates higher than 100kbps
the compression ratios for both coding modes become very
close. For 25 and 75kbps, theCoVX and peak-to-mean ratio
are identical for MPEG-4. For the encoding with 100kbps target
rate, we observe that the peak-to-mean ratio for the MPEG
encoding is no longer identical to that of the two lower target
bit rates while theCoVX is, which corroborates our previous
reasoning in favor of theCoVX as a robust measure of the
traffic variability.

From TableI we observe additionally that the coefficient of
variation increases as the encoded video rate increases, reaches
a peak, and decreases as the encoded video rate increases
further, building ahump of variability. The result is present
for both, MPEG and wavelet encodings. The trend is much
clearer, however, for wavelet encodings. Figure1 illustrates this

characteristic of the coefficient of variation for both movies.
We observe that for wavelet encodings the peak is located at
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Fig. 1. Coefficient of variation as function of target bit rate for wavelet 3D-
EZBC and MPEG-4 encodings.

300kbps. For MPEG-4 encodings, the peak is located at 1Mbps.
We furthermore observe that the level of variability depends on
the content (i.e., encoded movie) as well as on the encoding
type. The MPEG-4 encodings tend to have a higher variability
compared to the wavelet encodings andThe Terminatorencod-
ings exhibit higher variability than theThe Lady and The Tramp
encodings. To study general characteristics without short-term
effects, we average over non-overlapping blocks ofa frames for
an aggregation levela. We calculate the sequence of averaged
aggregated frame sizes using the following notation. Letj
denote the non-overlapping block out ofN frames for which we
want to average overa frames. The average aggregated frame
sizeXa(j) is then calculated as

Xa(j) =
1
a
·
(j+1)a−1∑

i=ja

Xi, for j = 0, . . . ,
N

a− 1
. (4)

In Figure2 we exemplarily illustrate the aggregated frame size
trace forThe Terminatorwith a target bit rate of 300kbps and
aggregation level ofa = 792. We observe that the TM5 rate
control algorithm used for the MPEG-4 encoding produces a
generally close fit to the target bit rate with a limited number of
exceptions. The TM5 algorithm matches target bit rates at the
Group of Pictures (GoP) level. We note that the GoP length
in our study equals a single frame. The TM5 therefore tries
to match the target bit rate for individual frames. For higher
aggregation levels the resulting average aggregated frame sizes
therefore typically exhibit lower variability than the individual
frame sizes, as can be obtained by comparing Figures1 and2.
The MC-3DEZBC, on the other hand, produces more variable
video frame sizes, but matches the target bit rate over longer
time scales. As result, the traffic produced by the MC-3DEZBC
encoder accurately fits the target bit rate overall, but produces
more variable traffic over shorter time scales.
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Fig. 2. Aggregated frame size trace (a = 792) with target bit rate 300kbps
for The Terminatorencodings.

The autocorrelation function [21] can be used for the de-
tection of non-randomness in data or identification of an
appropriate time series model if the data are not random. One
basic assumption is that the observations are equi-spaced. The
autocorrelation is expressed as a correlation coefficient, referred
to as autocorrelation coefficient (acc). Instead of the correlation
between two different variables, the correlation is between two
values of the same process (stream) at timesXt and Xt+k.
When the autocorrelation is used to detect non-randomness,
it is usually only the first (lagk = 1) autocorrelation that is
of interest. When the autocorrelation is used to identify an
appropriate time series model, the autocorrelations are usually
plotted for a range of lagsk. With our notation the acc can be
estimated by

ρX(k) =
1

N − k
·

N−k∑

i=1

(
Xi −X

) · (Xi+k −X
)

S2
X

, (5)

wherek = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. In Figure3 we plot the frame size
autocorrelation coefficients as a function of the lagk for a target
bit rate of 300kbps. The autocorrelations of the MC-3DEZBC
encodings drop sharply and are reduced to minuscule values
for higher lags. The autocorrelation forThe Lady and The
Tramp encoded in MPEG-4, however, only drops off sharply
at the beginning and levels out around 0.2. This outcome
indicates that there is some correlation between relative distant
frame sizes forThe Lady and The TrampMPEG-4 encoding.
The autocorrelation forThe Terminatorencoded in MPEG-4,
however, drops off faster than the two wavelet encodings,with
no correlations for higher lags. The frame sizes for both MC-
3DEZBC encodings exhibit no correlations at longer distances.
The result of the autocorrelation comparison is thus that
the DCT-based MPEG-4 encoding produces frame sizes with
content-dependent autocorrelation, whereas the wavelet-based
MC-3DEZBC seems to be more neutral in producing only
minimally autocorrelated frame sizes.
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IV. V IDEO QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS

In this section we compare the quality of 3D-EZBC and
MPEG-4 encodings based on the peak signal to noise ratio
(PSNR). Video quality evaluation can be done either sub-
jectively (i.e., by viewing and evaluating the encoded video
with a sufficient number of subjects) or objectively (i.e., by
using fixed calculations and evaluation schemes). The PSNR is
commonly used in video quality evaluation, as subjective tests
are impractical for larger sets of videos. Recent studies have
found that the PSNR is as good a measure of video quality as
other more sophisticated objective quality metrics [22]. As the
video quality depends mainly on the luminance (Y) component
of the uncompressed video, we focus on the luminance PSNR
values. LetQY

n , n = 0, . . . , N − 1, denote the quality of the
luminance component in terms of the PSNR of video framen
(in dB). For an individual frame, the difference between the
original imageI and its encoded (and subsequently decoded)
counterpartĨ is calculated as mean squared error (MSE)

MSE =
1

Dx ·Dy

Dx∑
x=1

Dy∑
y=1

[
I( x, y)− Ĩ( x, y)

]2

, (6)

whereDx andDy denote the horizontal and vertical dimensions
and (x, y) denotes the position of the pixel. The quality as
PSNR for a given video framen is then calculated as

Qn = 10 · log10

2552

MSEn
. (7)

The basic video quality statistics are similar to the video traffic
characteristics in SectionIII defined as mean qualitȳQn and
coefficient of quality variationCoQV . In addition we define
the quality range (in dB) of a video sequence as

Qmax
min = max

0≤n≤N−1
Qn − min

0≤n≤N−1
Qn. (8)

These basic statistics forThe Terminatorare given in TableII .
We begin our observation for the target bit rates of 100kbps and



TABLE II

OVERVIEW OF QUALITY STATISTICS FORThe TerminatorENCODED WITH

WAVELET-BASED MC-3DEZBC AND DCT-BASED MPEG-4ENCODER.

Target
Rate [kbps] Q̄ CoQV Qmax

min
Wavelet
25 25.13 0.145 72.570
75 29.76 0.123 69.070
100 31.01 0.118 68.030
300 36.86 0.102 62.480
600 41.65 0.090 57.940
800 43.93 0.083 55.480
1000 45.83 0.077 53.670
1200 47.39 0.071 51.700
1400 48.72 0.065 49.930
1600 49.84 0.058 49.160
MPEG-4
25 30.18 0.081 29.688
75 30.18 0.081 37.507
100 30.19 0.081 37.454
300 35.41 0.134 38.628
600 39.18 0.139 65.120
800 40.41 0.160 65.120
1000 41.25 0.188 65.594
1200 41.90 0.190 64.356
1400 43.12 0.191 66.059
1600 42.55 0.221 66.039

up, as for the lower target bit rates, the bounded MPEG-4 quan-
tization scale setting does not allow for a fair comparison. We
observe that the average video quality for MPEG encoded video
sequences is always lower than for the 3D-EZBC encodings.
Earlier comparison studies in [5], where only the lowest target
bit rates were evaluated, showed a difference of approximately
0.5dB in favor of DCT-based video encodings based on the
PSNR of the luminance. In contrast we find that the quality
difference increases with the target bit rate and even reaches a
significant difference of more than 7dB, but for the wavelet
based encodings. We also find that the video quality from
wavelet based encodings is always higher than for DCT-based
MPEG-4 encodings for target bit rates higher than 100kbps. Our
results indicate that the quality difference between wavelet and
MPEG encoded video increases faster than linear depending on
the target bit rates. For network simulation studies the quality
to bit rate relationship cannot be simply scaled. Our results
furthermore show that for higher target bit rates, the wavelet-
based 3D-EZBC clearly outperforms the DCT-based MPEG-4
encoding.

Figure 4 illustrates the average video quality for the two
encoding methods and the two evaluated movies. The average
qualities for both encoding methods increase over the whole
bit rate scale, although the marginal return in terms of quality
decreases with increasing target bit rate (i.e., for higher target
bit rates, an increase in the bit rate results in a less than linear
increase in quality). From TableII we observe the variation of
the video qualityCoQV increases over the whole quantization
scale for the MPEG-4 encodedThe Terminator, whereas the
CoQV decreases over the whole quantization scale for the
3D-EZBC encoding. We illustrate the characteristic of the
CoQV in Figure5. The quality rangeQmax

min follows the same
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trend of decreasing in value for the 3D-EZBC encoding, while
increasing in value for MPEG-4 encoding.

For the transmission of video, the encoded video quality
and video traffic have to be taken into account. We use the
coefficient of correlation as measure of (linear) dependency,
defined as

ρx,y =

(∑
(xi − x)2 · (yi − y)2

)2

∑
(xi − x)2 ·∑(yi − y)2

(9)

for a set of data points byxi and yi. We start by comparing
the correlation of mean frame sizes and mean frame qualities
for target bit rates greater than or equal to 100kbps. ForThe
Lady and The Trampas well asThe Terminator, we obtain
a correlation of 0.9 between quality and size for 3D-EZBC
and MPEG-4 encodings. This indicates a strong correlation
between the quality and the size of the encoded video frames for
different target bit rates. The correlation between the coefficient
of variation for frame sizesCoV x and the coefficient of
variation for video qualitiesCoQV , also calculated starting



from 100kbps target bit rate, are similarly pronounced and
above 0.85 for both considered video encoding methods and
both evaluated video sequences.

These findings indicate that frame quality and frame size are
strongly dependent. In addition we observe that video quality
variability and video traffic variability are highly correlated for
3D-EZBC and MPEG-4 encodings.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this comparison of rate-controlled wavelet and MPEG
video for one hour movie excerpts, we have shown the major
differences between wavelet-based encodings with the MC-
3DEZBC encoder and the DCT-based MPEG-4 reference soft-
ware encoder. In contrast to other studies that focused on results
for single pictures or short video sequences encoded with only
a limited set of very low target bit rates, we focus on the
comparison of video quality and video traffic resulting from
one hour encodings of actual movie content for a wide range
of target bit rates.

We find very different traffic characteristics for the two eval-
uated encoders, which primarily result from the rate adaption
techniques involved. We find a characteristichump behavior
of the coefficient of variation of the video frame sizes as
function of the target bit rate. Thishumpwas found to be more
pronounced for the MPEG encoded video than for the wavelet
encoded video. We furthermore observed the self-similarity
of the wavelet produced video traffic to be less significant
and mostly content independent compared to the DCT-based
MPEG-4 encodings. We clearly see from the generated video
statistics that the video frame sizes can not be scaled for
simulations, as the scaling of frame sizes would not change
the variations observed at different bit rates.

For the video quality of 3D-EZBC based encodings, we find
an increasing advantage over MPEG-4 based encodings with
increasing target bit rates above 100kbps. This increase was fur-
thermore found to be more than linear. This behavior indicates
that scaling of video frame qualities for simulations has to take
this characteristic behavior into account. The coefficients of
variability of the video qualities were found to exhibit different
characteristics for MPEG and 3D-EZBC. More, specifically,
we found that the quality variation increases for MPEG-4 and
decreases for MC-3DEZBC encodings with increasing target
bit rates. We found a strong correlation between the variability
of the frame sizes and the variability of the frame qualities
for the DCT-based MPEG-4 and the wavelet-based 3D-EZBC
encodings.

Future research could be directed at incorporating motion es-
timation and compensation into the DCT and wavelet domains
and to evaluate the performance of both encoding methods
concerning traffic, quality, and error-resilience.
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